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Abstract.

We consider the general problem of sensitive and specific discrimination between

biochemical species. An important instance is immune discrimination between

self and not-self, where it is also observed experimentally that ligands just below

discrimination threshold negatively impact response, a phenomenon called antagonism.

We characterize mathematically the generic properties of such discrimination, first

relating it to biochemical adaptation. Then, based on basic biochemical rules, we

establish that, surprisingly, antagonism is a generic consequence of any strictly specific

discrimination made independently from ligand concentration. Thus antagonism

constitutes a “phenotypic spandrel”: a phenotype existing as a necessary by-product

of another phenotype. We exhibit a simple analytic model of discrimination displaying

antagonism, where antagonism strength is linear in distance from detection threshold.

This contrasts with traditional proofreading based models where antagonism vanishes

far from threshold and thus displays an inverted hierarchy of antagonism compared to

simpler models. The phenotypic spandrel studied here is expected to structure many

decision pathways such as immune detection mediated by TCRs and FCεRIs, as well

as endocrine signalling/disruption.
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Introduction

Recent works in quantitative evolution combined to mathematical modelling have shown

that evolution of biological networks is constrained by selected phenotypes in strong

unexpected ways. Trade-offs between different functionalities increasingly appear as

major forces shaping evolution of complex phenotypes moving on evolutionary Pareto

fronts [1, 2]. Numerical experiments of in silico evolution of phenotypic models of gene

networks [3] have further shown that, surprisingly, selection of complex phenotypes

leads to apparition of complex traits that have not been explicitly selected for. Such

phenomena are reminiscent of the architectural image of “evolutionary spandrels”

proposed by Gould and Lewontin [4]. They argued that many biological properties

are necessary by-products of more fundamental adaptive traits, due to underlying

constraints (e.g. tridimensional geometry in the case of architectural spandrels).

Spandrels can themselves be tinkered by evolution into new functional structures,

leading to the notion of “exaptation”[5]. But we are still lacking a quantitative theory

of such spandrels, which might explain that other scholar have questioned the notion of

spandrel (see a summary in Gould’s own rebuttal [6]).

A biological example of broad interest is the absolute discrimination between

different molecule “qualities”, an instance being early immune recognition of antigens by

T cells [7, 8, 9, 10]. Distinction performed by T cells between self and not-self is based

on a measure of some effective biochemical parameter µ characteristic of ligand quality.

The quality of an antigen has been first suggested to be defined by the typical binding

time τ [11, 12] of ligands to T cell receptors (TCRs), defining the so-called “life-time

dogma” [8]. For larger association rate, the affinity KD has also been proposed to be the

parameter discriminating between self and not-self [13, 14, 15] . Discrimination has to

be extremely specific to quality µ (e.g. to prevent an auto-immune disease), insensitive

to the very high number of self ligands with µ < µc, but also very sensitive to very

low ligand concentrations (e.g. to detect a nascent infection), thus the term “absolute

discrimination” [16]. Recent works in immunology have confirmed that discrimination

by T cells is almost absolute, and furthermore shown how it can be modulated by

external cytokines such as IL-2 [17].

In evolutionary simulations aiming at reverse-engineering absolute discrimination

[18], evolved networks always present undesirable ligand antagonism. Antagonism is a

“dog in the manger” effect, due to the cross-talk between different ligands: like the dog

in Aesop’s fable who can not eat the grain but nevertheless prevents the horse to eat

anything either, ligands that are unable to trigger response actively prevent agonists to

do so. Such effects have been described experimentally in several immune recognition

processes [19, 20]. It is intriguing that antagonism similar to nature spontaneously

appears in evolutionary simulations without explicit selection. In both simulated and

real networks, antagonism is a consequence of crucial negative interactions for specific

and sensitive ligand detection [21, 20, 22, 18]. We could show that the main effect

of kinetic proofreading in this system is to lower antagonism [18], but is it possible
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to construct an absolute discrimination system without any antagonism ? In the

following, we show from general arguments how ligand antagonism is a necessary

consequence of absolute discrimination, thus qualifying as a “phenotypic spandrel”.

Our approach allows us to characterize generic solutions of absolute discrimination, to

exhibit minimum networks and families of absolute discrimination models and to further

show how addition of proofreading steps leads to an “inverted” hierarchy of antagonism

that is not a generic feature of the antagonism spandrel. Finally we generalize this

theory by making connections with other biochemical examples, including endocrine

signalling.

Antagonism is a consequence of absolute discrimination

We consider a family of biochemical ligands, with different quantitative properties

encoded by a continuous parameter µ, subsequently called “ligand quality”. Ideal

absolute discrimination is performed when cells successfully discriminate between two

categories of ligands, above and below critical quality µc, irrespective of ligand quantity

L. An idealized response diagram for absolute discrimination in (L, µ) plane defines

a vertical “discrimination line” at µc (Fig 1 A) . We model absolute discrimination

using biochemical networks with continuous, single-valued variables, at steady state, in

a way similar to phenotypic models such as the ones reviewed in [9]. Ligands interact

with receptors at the surface of the cell, we make a mean-field approximation so that

all concentrations are averaged out over one cell, and all variables are assumed to be

continuous and differentiable (due to biochemistry).

We assume that a cellular network is responsible for discrimination between ligand

qualities, so that decision is eventually based on thresholding some internal variable T

(that could for instance be the steady state value of a downstream protein concentration,

or some total phosphorylation state). We however require T to be a differentiable

function of parameters because of biochemistry. We will call T (L, µ) the value of T

when L ligands of single quality µ are presented. While L is in principle a discrete

variable, it can be treated as a continuous one for our calculations without loss of

generality.

In vivo, cells are exposed to complex mixtures of ligands interacting with receptors

at the surface of a single cell. We will use notation T ({Ln, µn}) for the output value in

presence of a mixture, where Ln is the number of ligands presented of quality µn , and

again insist on differentiability of this variable. Quality of ligands are thus indexed by

n, e.g. n = 1, 2 if only two types of ligands are presented, L1 ligands of quality µ1 and

L2 ligands of quality µ2. We will mostly limit ourselves to mixture of two ligands but

our reasoning can be easily generalized.

We start by connecting the mixture case T ({Ln, µn}) to the pure case, assuming

µn = µc + dµn with very small dµn.To build some intuition about the result, let us

start with an ensemble of L identical ligands at µc and vary the quality of one single

ligand presented to the cell by an infinitesimal quantity dµ1. This should translate into
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an infinitesimal change of the output variable T (L, µc) at linear order due to change of

quality dµ1 of a single ligand, defining the quantity A:

T ({L− 1, µc; 1, µc + dµ1}) = T (L, µc) +Adµ1 (1)

A is a function of L and µc, and is well defined in a mean-field approximation where all

ligands are equivalent and T is differentiable as required.

Now let us consider another individual ligand. If we vary its quality by an

infinitesimal quantity dµ2, of same order of magnitude of dµ1, at linear order this adds

another contribution to T which is equal to A(L, µc)dµ2. This is the same A(L, µc)

because all ligands are equivalent, and even though the first ligand changed of quality

by dµ1, this only infinitesimaly changes all variables in the system by terms of order dµ1

so that at lowest order there is no change for A.

We can then generalize this reasoning to any number of ligands: each infinitesimal

variation of quality dµn of one single ligand gives an equivalent infinitesimal contribution

A(L, µc)dµn at linear order, so that considering a mixture {Ln, µn} we get directly

(factorizing A)

T ({Ln, µn = µc + dµn}) = T (L, µc) +A(L, µc)
∑

n

Lndµn (2)

calling L =
∑

n Ln. This is a completely generic result for mixtures that does not

depend on the fact that the system is doing absolute discrimination.

As a simple example, let us assume a simple ligand-receptor system far from

saturation, where ligands bind to receptors with binding time µ−1, with a local kinetic

amplification mechanism (e.g. proofreading [23]), so that Tn = κLnµ
2
n is the average

number of receptors bound to the ligands of quality µn, assuming Ln ligands of this

quality are presented, and κ some reaction rate (for simplicity we take κ = 1 in the

following). Let us consider as an output the total number of receptors presented

T =
∑

n Tn. Then following our reasoning, starting with L ligands at µc so that

T = Lµc, changing the quality of one ligand by dµ1 gives a total number of bound

receptors T = (L − 1)µ2
c + 1(µc + dµ1)

2 ' Lµ2
c + 2µcdµ1 at linear order, i.e. with

our notation A = 2µc. Changing the quality of another ligand by dµ2, we get

T = (L − 2)µ2
c + 1(µc + dµ1)

2 + 1(µc + dµ2)
2 ' Lµ2

c + 2µc(dµ1 + dµ2). This reasoning

can clearly be generalized to get equation 2. While this model looks extremely simple,

the more complex examples with feedback presented in the following work in a similar

way.

Coming back to our general reasoning, we focus now on absolute discrimination,

where detection of ligand quality µ is specific and done independently from total ligand

concentration L. We assume some response is triggered if T ≥ Θ. For L ligands at

µ = µc from Figure 1A, by continuity we necessarily have on the discrimination line:

∀L T (L, µc) = Θ (3)
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So T is independent from the concentration of ligand L when µ = µc, or in other

word is a biochemically adaptive variable as a function of L [24, 25]. Further assuming

decision is made if µ > µc, and as a consequence of T getting higher than threshold, we

necessarily have T (L, µc + dµ) > Θ = T (L, µc). Using equation 2 with a single type of

ligand, we thus get A(L, µc) > 0.

Consider now the problem of mixtures of ligands of two kinds, sketched on Fig 1B

. From equations 2 and positivity of A, if all dµn are positive, then T ({Ln, µc +dµn}) >
T (L, µc) = Θ, which in plain words means that a mixture of agonists (close to threshold)

always triggers response. A more interesting case is to consider what happens with two

different types of ligands, L1 at µc and L2 at µc − dµ. From 2, we get immediately

T ({L1, µc;L2, µc − dµ}) = T (L1 + L2, µc)− L2dµA(L1 + L2, µc) (4)

Now from equation 3, we have T (L1 + L2, µc) = Θ = T (L1, µc), and since A > 0

we thus have T ({L1, µc;L2, µc − dµ})− T (L1, µc) = −L2dµA(L1 + L2, µc) < 0, so that

we get our main result:

T ({L1, µc;L2, µc − dµ}) < T (L1, µc) (5)

This expression establishes ligand antagonism: a mixture of sub-threshold ligands

L2 with critical agonist ligands L1 yields lower signalling variable T ({L1, µc;L2, µc −
dµ}) compared to the case where the same quantity of ligand L1 only is presented

T (L1, µc). Thus if decision is based on thresholding of output T , response

disappears. So antagonism is established as a general property of systems performing

absolute discrimination based on one parameter µ, completely irrespective of internal

biochemistry.

An intuitive explanation of the above reasoning can be made, by comparison with

general models for signalling that do not perform absolute discrimination. Let us

consider the behaviour of an output variable T of a given signalling pathway, before

any thresholding-based decision. We study how its position varies with respect to a

reference level, where only one type of ligands is presented but where T level is so

that the cell responds to the external signal. For many models of signalling pathways

with independent receptors, we expect that output function T is monotonic in both L

and µ. For instance, in kinetic proofreading proposed in [23], each receptor contributes

additively to signalling once it is bound, so that more ligands, or with longer binding

time, necessarily gives stronger signal. In such models, starting from a critical ligand

concentration L1 triggering response, any addition of ligands L2 thus gives higher output

T value, and thus if response is based on thresholding of T , response is maintained.

Furthermore, addition of L2 ligands with critical quality µc gives higher output than

addition of same quantity L2 of ligands with lower quality µ < µc (Figure 1C).

Considering now absolute discrimination and again addition of L2 ligands on Figure

1C, the constraint encoded by adaptation from equation 3 means that addition of extra

L2 ligands of quality µ = µc does not change the value of output T . But if discrimination

is based on µ, we expect that output T still is a monotonic function of µ. Thus, from
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this point with L1 +L2 ligands at µc, if ligand quality of the extra L2 ligands is lowered

(µ < µc), we still expect a lower contribution of those ligands to the Output T , just

like the monotonic example (Figure 1C). Thus if we started right at threshold for T ,

response is now below threshold of activation, corresponding to antagonism.

Antagonism thus appears as a direct consequence of biochemical adaptation

at µ = µc. As long as such adaptive behaviour is observed and variable T is

differentiable, antagonism ensues, irrespective of details of biochemistry (such as

receptor complexations, non linearities in networks, etc...). Counterexamples can be

built if the differentiation hypothesis does not hold: for instance if the cell could measure

the maximum of binding times of individual ligands, which is clearly not a differentiable

function, then there would be no antagonism. Equation 2 further tells us that

antagonism occurs in ligand mixtures at linear order as soon as
∑
Lndµn < 0. Of course

it will also be observed for some range of dµ even at non-linear order. Furthermore,

adaptation does not necessarily have to be perfect: non-monotonic response curves [26],

with T varying around Θ, essentially approximate well adaptation necessary for absolute

discrimination and display antagonism [22, 18]. Mathematically, position with respect

to threshold depends on the competition between the“flatness” of T (L, µc) as a function

of L and the mixture term A(L, µc)
∑

n Lndµn. Examples of this effect are given in the

next section.

We now exhibit and study two interesting classes of models performing absolute

discrimination but with different antagonistic behaviour.

Simple homeostatic model

A “homeostatic model” (Figure 2) is inspired by a ligand-receptor adaptive network

evolved in [24], and implements both absolute discrimination and linear antagonism at

all orders as described above. Receptors are produced with fixed rate (rescaled to 1

without loss of generality). Receptor-ligand complexes (Di) can form irreversibly with

association rates κ but are degraded inside the cells with time-scale µi, defining quality

of ligands (see Figure 2 A and equations in Appendix). Output is the total sum of

ligand-receptor complexes. Steady state equations for homeostatic model is for mixture

{(Ln, µn)}

R =
1

κ
∑

n Ln
T =

∑

n

Dn = κR
∑

n

µnLn (6)

where we defined the output variable T as the sum of all possible ligand-receptor

complexes
∑

nDn. When only one type of ligand (L, µc) is present, T =
∑

nDn =

µc is adaptive (i.e. independent from L) as expected. At steady state, R is

inversely proportional to total ligand concentration presented irrespective of their µs.

Importantly, this is not due to a titration effect of a fixed pool: R dynamically buffers

any ligand addition, so that steady state output T is a weighted linear combination of

µns in 6. Such combination is always inferior to the maximum of µn, so if such maximum
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A L

Monotonic
model

Absolute
discrimination

ResponseNo
Response

B 

C

L1, L2

Response

µc

µc

µc

µ1

µ2

T
=

⇥

T (L1, µc)

T (L1 + L2, µc)
T

µ µ < µc

µ < µc

Pure ligand Mixture
L1 L1, L2

⇥ }

}
T (L1 + L2, µc)

T ({L1, µc; L2, µ})

T ({L1, µc; L2, µ})

Figure 1: (A). Sketch of absolute discrimination for a single ligand type in (L, µ)

plane. Discrimination line corresponding to µ = µc is in red. (B). Sketch of absolute

discrimination for mixtures, adding a second type of ligands with quality µ2, with

L1, L2 ligand concentrations represented by a vertical axis. The discrimination line

for µ1 = µ2 = µc is vertical and satisfies equation 3. Red planes correspond to mixtures

of agonists where necessary T > Θ. (C). Intuitive explanation of antagonism (see

main text). Different color lines correspond to different output T levels for different

Inputs. On the left we represent the reference value Θ of the output for different models

when L1 ligands at µ = µc are presented. On the right, we look at the variation of the

Output when we present a mixture of the same L1 ligands with L2 ligands with different

qualities. Monotonic model corresponds to warm colours (red for both ligands of same

quality µ = µc and orange for different ligand qualities), and always yield an Input

increase irrespective of the quality of the added L2 ligands (assuming decision is made

for higher Output values). Absolute discrimination corresponds to cold colours (green

for both ligands of same quality µ = µc and blue for different ligand qualities). For

absolute discrimination, any amount of ligand at µc imposes that the Output remains

on the discrimination line (T = Θ, dotted line), but if µ < µc, relative contribution of

L2 ligands is negative due to the monotonicity in µ.

indeed is µc, antagonism ensues. If we consider the mixture of L1 ligands ( critical time

µc) with L2 ligands (µc − dµ) we get

T = µc − dµ
L2

L1 + L2

i.e. A(L, µc) = L−1 (7)

This contribution is exact and linear in dµ at all orders. Note that R variable directly

encodes biochemically the antagonistic strength A (modulo the κ prefactor that sets up

time-scale but compensates in steady state expression).
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Figure 2B and C show values of T for pure ligands and mixture, with vertical

discrimination lines at µc. This simple model thus represents a perfect implementation

of the principles sketched in Figure 1. Surprinsingly, absolute discrimination for this

model works at steady state even in the limit L → 0, however it should be noted from

equations in Figure 2 that the speed of convergence slows down proportionally to L in

this limit, so that for small L one essentially never reaches steady state.

Antagonism strength is proportional to the deviation of antagonists’ quality dµ

from µc (equation 7) . In particular, antagonism is very weak for ligand quality close

to µc and gets stronger as quality of ligands gets further below threshold. Interestingly

the hierarchy of antagonism with increasing antagonism for lower quality µ actually is

completely opposite to antagonism observed in immune examples. It is known there that

antagonism is maximum for ligands close to critical quality, and vanishes for very small

binding time, corresponding to self [20]. It is a biological necessity that self ligands,

which are the most frequent ones, do not antagonize immune response (otherwise the

immune system would not be able to detect any foreign agent), so it is not clear a

priori how to reconcile this with the constraint that absolute discrimination implies

antagonism, and a special study in such context is thus required.

Proofreading based models

Many immune models are based on kinetic proofreading, first proposed in this context

by McKeithan [23]. This model was based on the observation that one of the

main difference between self and not-self ligands is their binding time τ to the T

cell receptors. Kinetic proofreading in this context assumes that a ligand receptor

complex can undergo subsequent steps of phosphorylations, but that upon release of

the ligand, phosphorylation state of the receptor is reinitialized. It is well known

since the original proposal of kinetic proofreading by Hopfield and Ninio [27, 28] that

each of those phosphorylation steps can contribute geometrically up to a factor τ , so

that the steady state number of the last complexes in a proofreading cascade with

N steps in the absence of saturation is roughly proportional to LτN , with L the

number of ligands presented. Following the observation of sequential phosphorylations

on internal tails of immune receptors [11], many current models for immune recognition

[29, 20, 22, 30] have elaborated on these first ideas developed by McKeithan, see also

[9] for a review/comparison between models.

“Life-time dogma” [8] posits that immune recognition is an almost absolute

discrimination process where the quality of ligand µ is encoded by binding time of

ligands τ [17]. This notion first came from a series of experimental data suggesting

that the typical ligand concentration to trigger response falls by at least 4 to 5 orders

of magnitude with a moderate change of binding time τ [31, 12]. Various theoretical

and experimental studies of this behaviour have led authors to propose that kinetic

proofreading should be complemented with combinations of internal positive/negative

feedbacks to explain such observed high specificity in τ [20, 8, 16].
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X
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Figure 2: (A). Sketch of homeostatic network considered in main text, with the two

corresponding equations. There are only three parameters: production rate of R

(rescaled to 1), ligand-receptor association rates κ (same for all ligands) and degradation

rates of ligand-receptor complex (µ−1, defining ligand quality). For simulations we use

κ = 10−3, and define µc = Θ = 4. (B). Color map of output T values in the (L, µ)

plane, ligand quality is plotted in units of µc. Discrimination line (solid red) is vertical

similar to figure 1 A (C) Color map of output T values in plane (L1, dµ) for mixtures of

L2 = 103 ligands, quality µ + dµ, with L1 ligands, quality µc. This plane is orthogonal

to the plane displayed in panel B. Threshold line is vertical at dµ = 0 similar to figure 1

B. The existence of a region without response in this panel despite high L1 when dµ < 0

is indicative of antagonism.

We start with a general derivation for proofreading-based models realizing absolute
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discrimination, to connect them to biochemical adaptation. Receptors exist in different

phosphorylation states (notation Cjs, Figure 3 A, where j indicates the step in the

phosphorylation cascade). Transition rates between states are assumed to be functions

of internal variables (notation M), accounting for all signalling inside cells (kinases,

phosphatases). Those effectors are assumed to diffuse freely and rapidly, so that each

receptor sees the same value for their concentrations. M values depend on the total

occupancy of some Cjs. Downstream decision is usually assumed to be effectively

controlled by thresholding on one state, index t in the proofreading cascade (i.e. T = Ct).

Using standard assumptions, it is easy to show (Appendix) that for such proofreading

based models, in the limit of unsaturated receptors, the number of receptor states Cj
bound to ligands (L, τ) takes the functional form:

Cj(L, τ) = cj(M, τ)L (8)

i.e. we can deconvolve influence of ligands into a linear contribution (L), and an indirect

one (cj) purely due to internal variables.

In the context of absolute discrimination, with quality µ = τ , equation 3 imposes

that T = Ct is tuned to threshold Θ irrespective of L at critical quality τc. Equation 8

thus implies that the indirect contribution ct to output variable T verifies

ct(M, τc) = Θ/L (9)

ct is a pure function of internal variables, that decreases as a function of L. But

from equation 8, ct contributes multiplicatively to the signal. So this means that internal

variables are used to compensate the “direct” linearity of L (from equation 8), thus

necessary implementing an incoherent feedforward or feedback loop [32] via ct (which

plays here a role similar to R in homeostatic model above).

This is exactly what happens in the so-called adaptive sorting model ( Figure 3

B, see full equations in appendix). In this model, a kinase K responsible for one of

the phosphorylation step of the cascade is negatively regulated by an earlier step in

the cascade. Because of this, effective phosphorylation rate mediated by K takes the

functional form of equation 9 for high enough ligands L, and as a consequence the

concentration of the last complex of the cascade is a pure function of τ [18]. Decision

can then be made by thresholding on CN (vertical asymptotic discrimination line on

Figure 3 B).

Another model with similar behaviour, inspired by T cell immune recognition

network [22], is displayed on Figure 3 C (see full equations in appendix). While adaptive

sorting relies on repression of an internal kinase K, this model instead uses activation

of a phosphatase (variable S) to provide the incoherent feedback term, allowing for

adaptation similar to equation 9. One caveat though is that because of non-specificity

of the phosphatase that acts on all steps in the cascade, adaptation is not perfect, but

still antagonism is observed (Figure 3 C , see [22] for an explicit study)

An important difference with the homeostatic model is that transition rates between

variables (and thus cjs) depend explicitly on ligand binding time τ in proofreading

models. It is then informative to consider a slightly more general ansatz with only one
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internal variable M and separable influence of ligand quality µ, so that the total output

variable from a mixture of ligands {Ln, µn} is

T ({Ln, µn}) =
∑

n

c(µn,M)Ln = Mβ
∑

n

f(µn)Ln (10)

with M =
∑

n g(µn)Ln at steady state for mixture {Ln, µn}. β = −1 gives

perfect adaptation but different values of β can give realistic biological effects such

as loss of response at high ligand concentration as observed in [22]. We get by direct

differentiation:

A(L, µc) = Lβ
d

dµ

(
fgβ
)∣∣∣∣
µ=µc

(11)

This term is very similar to equation 7, with an extra µ dependency coming from

f, g. If we impose that mixture of agonists trigger response , we necessary have A > 0.

If f ∝ µt+1 and g ∝ µm+1 which is approximately the case for adaptive sorting (see

Appendix), we thus have by substituting in equation 11, t+1+β(m+1) > 0, and thus for

β = −1 we get t > m . In many immune recognition models [20, 22, 18] this constraint

is naturally realized because the internal variable (kinase or phosphatase) implementing

approximate biochemical adaptation is regulated by a much earlier step (m) than

the output (t) within the same proofreading cascade. This shows how the structure

of proofreading cascades with additional feedback constrains both discrimination and

antagonism. Furthermore, as soon as β < 0, in a similar way to ct above, A encodes a

negative feedforward effect.

To understand what happens for µ << µc, it is more illuminating to compute ratio

of responses (calling r the fraction of total ligands L with quality µ < µc)

ρ =
T ({(1− r)L, µc; rL, µ})

T (L, µc)

=

(
1− r +

f(µ)

f(µc)
r

)(
1− r +

g(µ)

g(µc)
r

)β
(12)

In models of immune detection based on proofreading such as adaptive sorting, f

and g are powers of quality µ = τ (binding time), so that f(µ)/f(µc), g(µ)/g(µc) << 1

when µ < µc. So if β = −1, we see that ρ → 1 when µ/µc → 0, explaining

why antagonism disappears in this parameter regime (corresponding to self in immune

detection). Proofreading models interpolate between no antagonism for µ = τ → 0 and

linear antagonism close to threshold. Thus antagonism strength increases as τ increases

from 0, as observed experimentally [20], before quickly collapsing again very close to

threshold. Quality of ligands τ for maximum antagonism is closer to threshold τc with

increasing m and t−m (Figure 4 ).

Interestingly, far from threshold, behaviour of antagonism with respect to quality

µ is a power of m + 1, i.e. the negative internal contribution g dominates, while close

to threshold, the power t − m dominates, which quantifies the competition between
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the direct positive (f) and indirect negative (g) contribution to signal. So practically,

measurement of antagonism for different µs provides a way to quantify direct and indirect

contributions to response, which suggests an experimental strategy to quantify feedbacks

inside such systems via measurements of antagonism.

Finally, if β is not exactly equal to −1, the system is not perfectly adaptative, but

positivity of A still implies antagonism of similar magnitude to models with perfect

adaptation. Assuming a power-law dependency so that T ∝ Lε close to µ = µc, then

one can show (see Appendix) that upon addition of sub threshold ligands with quality

µc − dµ, antagonism appears as soon as dµ is of order ε (in proper units). This can be

seen on the model of [22], illustrated on Fig. 4 A “Immune model”. For ligand quality

close to rescaled quality 1, there is a synergestic effect (represented here by negative

antagonism) due to the small increase of response upon addition of ligands of same

quality (ε power-law). However, as soon as the quality of the L2 ligands is sufficiently

low, we see a decrease in response linear in dµ, until one reaches the antagonistic regime

when the (negative) effect of lowering ligand quality (Adµ) dominates the (positive)

effect of ligand concentration increase (ε log(1 + L2

L1
)).

Discussion

In conclusion, we have established how antagonism is a necessary by-product of strict

specific and sensitive detection, thus qualifying as a “phenotypic spandrel”. While

there have been recent studies of spandrels at the level of protein structure [33], to our

knowledge, this is the first study of an explicit spandrel structuring a complex signalling

phenotype.

With the exception of [34], our modelling hypotheses correspond to most phenotypic

models of immune ligand discrimination we are aware of [9], as well as more complex

models such as the one in [20]. Noise can be included as in [22, 18] via time-

integration of some output variable, replacing all concentrations by expectation values,

e.g. C →< C > . To possibly disentangle antagonism from underlying biochemical

adaptation one would need to examine limiting cases or complexify hypotheses. One

could consider for instance the time-course of a variable far from steady-state [34] or

coupled to multi stability [35] to “break” the differentiability hypothesis.

Antagonism appears as direct consequence of biochemical adaptation. Further

relaxing assumptions to look for alternative mechanisms, it is useful to write Taylor

expansion of output T (L, µ) for pure ligands close to µ = µc:

dT =
∂T

∂L
dL+

∂T

∂µ
dµ (13)

As said before, strict specificity imposes that for at µ = µc, T = Θ independently

of L, which mathematically implies from equation 13 that for dµ = 0, dT = 0 so that
∂T
∂L

∣∣
µ=µc

= 0, which is biochemical adaptation as assumed throughout this manuscript.

Imperfect adaptation means non zero ∂T
∂L

, but if it is small enough we saw previously
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that we still expect antagonism. Notice in that case from equation 13 that dT a priori

stays small as both dL and dµ vary. But when we relax the strict specificity hypothesis

so that dT = 0 for small but non zero dµ, another possible limit appears, most visible

by computing the slope of the discrimination line (for dT = 0) :

dL

dµ
= −

∂T
∂µ

∂T
∂L

(14)

To get a vertical discrimination line in the (L, τ) plane, this slopes need to go to

∞, so one could either take ∂T
∂L

= 0 in the denominator (adaptation), or directly take
∂T
∂µ
→∞ corresponding to infinite kinetic amplification. This could be approximated by

kinetic proofreading with high number N of proofreading steps, where an amplification

up to τN in magnitude can be obtained. For instance, in a model explicitly designed

to provide better sensitivity [30], a rather high number of steps (N = 25) is taken to

account for specificity compatible with biological ranges, and indeed such models do not

yield antagonism. Notice however that if ∂T
∂µ
→∞, dT in equation 13 varies very rapidly

when dµ changes. So in this limiting case, the output itself is (by construction) infinitely

sensitive to changes of µ. This is why there is no antagonism: subthresholds ligands

yield infinitely small contributions compared to the ones at threshold, irrespective of

their concentration, and in particular can not antagonize them. As pointed out in [20],

depending on the system considered, it is actually not clear that many proofreading

steps are available to the cell. This observation led to the proposal that specificity

is rather due to the presence of internal feedbacks, effectively reducing instead ∂T
∂L

to

perform specific detection, which is the framework of this article.

At least two examples of absolute discrimination/antagonism are offered in the

immune context. For early immune recognition mediated by TCRs (discrimination

parameter being binding time τ), agonists simultaneously presented with ligands just

below threshold fail to trigger response, while agonists alone do [21, 20]. There is some

debate in immunology about the parameter defining ligand quality: some argue that the

binding time τ defines quality, while some other authors [13, 14, 15] defined an effective

parameter (e.g. dwelling time ta in [14]) to encode ligand strength. But if all ligands

can be hierarchically ordered on one “quality” axis defining effectively µ, whether µ = τ

or µ = ta, our reasoning applies and antagonism should ensue. For FcεRIs mediated

response in mast cells [19], where discrimination parameter also is binding time τ , a

very similar “dog in the manger” effect is observed where low affinity antagonists titrate

the Lyn kinase responsible for proofreading steps (exactly like adaptive sorting evolved

in [18]).

Possible instances outside of immunology include antagonism via negative feedback

in Hh signalling [36] or hormonal pathways, which present properties very reminiscent

of immune recognition [22]. Non-monotonic response activity with varying ligand

concentration [26, 37], could correspond in our framework to approximate adaptation

where ∂T
∂L

is kept small. It has been established that in such context antagonists differ

from agonists purely based on slower binding kinetics [38], suggesting a hierarchical
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ordering of ligand quality as hypothesized here. A recent meta-study shows that most

of these pathways indeed use internal negative feedbacks to change monotonicity of

response [39], thus similar to the negative feedforward contributions predicted from

equations 9 and 11.

Is antagonism an evolutionary spandrel related to immune detection ? Networks

evolved in [18] systematically show local biochemical adaptation and antagonism, as

expected from the present derivation. So evolutionary spandrels can be observed and

studied in evolutionary simulations, and their emergence studied theoretically. In

nature, it is difficult to definitely know if a trait is a spandrel without detailed historical

data and comparisons [6]. Other possibilities could be that absolute discrimination has

been selected in conjunction with other properties (such as information transmission

[40, 41] or statistical decision [42]). But as detailed mathematically in this work, the

presence of phenotypic spandrel here is due to the non-trivial computation performed by

the cell to disentangle kinetic of binding and ligand concentration. Experiments probing

internal feedbacks (such as [19]) connect spandrels to cellular computations, similar to

symmetries connected to physical laws.
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Appendix

Equations for adaptive sorting (AS)

K = KT/(Cm + C∗) (15)

Ċ0 = − (φ0 + τ−1)C0 + κ(L−
∑

i

Ci)(R−
∑

i

Ci) (16)

Ċi = − (φi + τ−1)Ci + φi−1Ci−1, 1 ≤ i (17)

where φm = φKK, φN = 0 and φi = φ for other values of i.

Parameters used for simulation in main text are κ = 10−5, R = 3×104, φ = φKKT =

0.09, C∗ = 3,m = 2, N = 3. Output is CN , i.e. with conventions defined in the main

text t = N . We used τc = 4 s and defined threshold Θ = 0.31 to plot a discrimination

line.

We get immediately at steady state

Cj = τ jλjC0 (18)

setting γj =
φj−1

φjτ+1
and λ0 = 1, λj = Π1≤k≤jγk. Neglecting

∑
iCi in front of R we

have

C0 =
κRLτ

κRτ
∑

j λjτ
j + φ0τ + 1

(19)
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Assuming φjτ, κRτ << 1, we then get the following scaling laws for i ≤ m

Ci = κRτ i+1φiL (20)

and for i > m

Ci = κRτ i+1φi−1φKKL (21)

Since K ∝ C−1m , we recover scaling law of the Ansatz from the main text.

Equations for immune model

S = ST
C1

C1 + C∗
(22)

Ċ0 = κ(L−
N∑

i=0

Ci)(R−
N∑

i=0

Ci)

+ (b+ γS)C1 − (φ+ τ−1)C0 (23)

Ċj = φCj−1 + (b+ γS)Cj+1 − (φ+ b+ γS + τ−1)Cj

ĊN = φCN−1 − (b+ γS + τ−1)CN

Parameters used for simulation in main text are κ = 10−4, R = 3×104, φ = 0.09, b =

0.04, γST = 0.72, C∗ = 300. Output is CN . We used τc = 4 s and defined threshold

Θ = 0.09 to plot a discrimination line.

Origin of linear separation (equation 8)

Considering a family of models similar to the ones defined above (e.g. the ones in [9]),

it is clear that if we assume unsaturated receptors, i.e.
∑N

i=0Ci << R, calling C the

vector of occupancies and M the internal variables , we have:

Ċ = κ(M)RL + T (R,M)C (24)

L = (L, 0, . . . , 0) is the vector corresponding to ligand input, κ(M) the association

rate of ligands to receptors - by definition here ligands and receptors bind into the

first state C0. T (R,M) is a matrix defining linear rates between occupancies states,

depending on internal variables and parameter τ . Dynamics and steady state value of

M is given by extra equations that are model-specific (e.g. equations 15 and 22 above).

For such systems, we have at steady state

C = −κ(M)RT (R,M)−1L (25)

from which we can directly compute the cjs as a function of M to get a functional form

similar to equation 8. Then we can use equations defining steady-state values of M as

function of C to close the system.

When several ligand types are present, independence of ligand binding means that

a system similar to equation 24 holds for every single vector of occupancy Cτ = (Cτ
j )
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of receptor states bound to ligands with quality τ . Coupling between different types

of ligands only occur via internal variables M. Note that we can also generalize this

formalism so that transition rates depend on occupancies (i.e. effectively giving non

linear transition rates between states) by assuming that internal variables M are

occupancies themselves. The underlying strong assumption here is that the coupling

is global, via total occupancies.

Antagonism when adaptation is not perfect

In this section, we briefly illustrate what happens to antagonism when adaptation is

not perfect, using the Ansatz presented in the main text as a case-study. As said in

the main text, antagonism then relies on a competition between the “flatness” of T as

a function of L and variation of dµ. To see this, let us consider the Ansatz of the main

text with β = −1 + ε, with ε > 0 so that T (L, µc) ∝ Lε slowly increases as a function of

L for µ = µc. Writing the equivalent of equation 4 to get:

T ({L1, µc;L2, µc − dµ}) = (L1 + L2)
εB(µc) (26)

− L2(L1 + L2)
−1+εdµB′(µc)

calling B = fgβ. Then for the difference of output ∆T = T ({L1, µc;L2, µc−dµ})−
T (L1, µc) we get

∆T = ((L1 + L2)
ε − Lε1)B(µc) (27)

− L2(L1 + L2)
−1+εdµB′(µc)

' ε log(1 +
L2

L1

)B(µc)− L2(L1 + L2)
−1+εdµB′(µc) (28)

One can see that the first term in equation 28 is of order ε, while the second term is

the usual negative antagonistic term of order dµ, and in the limit of small L2 compared

to L1, both terms are linear in L2. So for dµ big enough compared to ε, the second term

should dominate the first one, and we expect antagonism to occur even without perfect

adaptation. This can be observed on an even less general model with non-monotonic

dose response curve from [22], illustrated on Figure 3 C, where the output can vary

over one decade while the input varies over 4 decades [22], but still the system displays

antagonism as soon as τ is sufficiently below τc.
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Figure 3: (A) General topology considered for proofreading-based models, with shared

internal variables M. (B) Adaptive sorting topology and response, with colormap for

output CN for pure ligands and mixtures. Here kinase K activity is downregulated by

CN−1, which also is the substrate of the corresponding phosphorylation . Equations and

parameters are in Appendix, see also the main text for a more detailed description of the

model. We fix L2 = 103 ligands for mixtures, using similar conventions to Figure 2C.

Threshold Θ for discrimination line was chosen so that response is triggered by L1 ∼ 500

ligands at τc. For dτ ∼ −1, downward folding of both response line and green region for

mixture indicates decreased antagonism (compared to Figure 2 C). (C) Immune model

with same conventions as (B), equations and parameters are in Appendix, see main text

for description of the model. Phosphatase S is activated by C1 and dephosphorylates

all steps.
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Figure 4: (Top) Computation of relative antagonism strength for different models with

varying parameters. We consider L1 = L2 = 4 × 103 ligands, µc = 4, and plot

1 − T{(L1, µc), (L2, µ)}/T (L1, µc) as a function of µ. For instance, for homeostatic

model, antagonism is r(1− µ
µc

). Double arrow indicates region of inverted hierarchy for

antagonism. Dotted squared highlight regions plotted on bottom panels. AS indicates

adaptive sorting model similar to Figure 3 B, Immune model corresponds to model of

Figure 3 C. For those models, quality µ is defined by binding time τ . (Bottom left) Log-

log plot, showing the dependency of antagonism for small µ. Dashed triangles indicate

slopes of 1, 2, 3, 4. For adaptive sorting models, slope is roughly equal to m + 1 as

expected from the form of g. (Bottom right) Linear plot close to µ = µc. Aspect ratio

has been chosen so that slope predicted for the homeostatic model −L2/(L1 + L2)µc is

plotted with slope −1. Dashed triangles indicate slopes of −1,−2. For adaptive sorting

models, slopes are thus roughly equal to −(N −m)L2/(L1 +L2)µc as expected from the

Ansatz.


